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Firma Lichtline
Herrn Gassner
Gröbenzell 10.5.2013
Report new PCB 10W LiPo Lamp
Dear Mr. Gassner,
I got one 20W LED accumulator lights for inspection. I should check the PCB inside the
lamp for any problems and especially for temperature problems.

Result :
• power supply label missing CE sign
• product label missing significant informations
• power supply gets too hot surface temperature > 60°C at 25°C room
temperature
• PCB temperature 100°C while loading
• PCB temperature XL6005E1 working temperature over 136°C
• standby power consume 4.3W..3.8W (after full loading)
• 20W rated power only for a view seconds (going down to 10.6W)
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the 20W accu lamp
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side view with
product label. This is
not conform to EU
laws.
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power supply no CE stamp.
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power supply after 30 minutes while loading
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power supply after 30 minutes loading the
batteries. It gets hot.

The surface temperature of the power supply is high.
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Temperature while loading
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part side (Top) of PCB
after 30min of loading dismount case and take IR
picture. As you can see there is a hot spot with
more than 100°C
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bottom side of PCB

The power supply consumes 12.5W while loading.
The lamp is specifying 5 hour loading time with a 14.4V 4.4 Ah lithium batterie.
Energy in batterie is 14.4V * 4.4 Ah = 63.36 Wh
Loading 5 hours with 12.5W is 62.5 Wh
This is calculated without loss of energy inside the loading PCB and we have significant
losses here as we can see on IR foto of the PCB.
When loaded green LED constant on. The Lamp is in Standby. The power supply
consumes 4.3W going down to 3.8W constant.
This is too much for a switched off device.

Temperature while lighting

IR_0265.jpg
This photo shows the PCB in free air at 25°C
room temperature. The power Driver circuit is a
XLSEMI XL6005E1.
The technical data-sheet under absolute
maximum ratings allows a max of 125°C
Junction temperature. This is a failure in the
design and not acceptable.
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LED power over run time
I have no technical specification of LED. We can only check Power over run-time.
The Lamp is specified with 20W power. When you switch on the lamp the LED is powered
with 30.95V with 0.614A that is 19.6W but only some seconds. The LED power going
down in seconds to 15W and after 30 minutes we get only 13.43W.
This is a very poor power design or it is by design to conserve power for longer run time of
the LED with the LIPO accumulator.
Here is a power table for LED parameter for the first 60 minutes of working
Time in minutes

Voltage in V

Current in A

Power in W

0

31.95

0.614

19.62

0.5

31.2

0.530

16.53

1

31.02

0.501

15.54

2

30.86

0.482

14.87

3

30.78

0.473

14.56

4

30.73

0.470

14.44

5

30.68

0.466

14.30

10

30.53

0.460

14.04

15

30.47

0.455

13.86

20

30.41

0.450

13.68

25

30.37

0.447

13.57

30

30.32

0.443

13.43

60

30.15

0.407

12.27

120

30.00

0.394

11.82

150

29.95

0.386

11.56

Specified time
180

29.90

0.378

11.30

190

29.87

0.374

11.17

200

29.82

0.367

10.94

210

29.75

0.357

10.62

215

Off

Off

Off

The specified run time from accumulator is 3 hours. This lamp was working 3hour 35
minutes. At the end with 53.1% of the specified power.

The electronic Board
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electronic PCB top side. The board is very clean and the soldering is perfect. This board is
produced in good quality.
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electronic board bottom side. Same here clean good soldering quality.
Best regards
Dipl. Ing. Klaus Amling

